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TWO US NOVELS About WOMEN - THE OTHER EINSTEIN & THE WOMAN IN THE
WINDOW
Published in February in FRANCE

PARIS - NEW YORK, 15.04.2018, 15:38 Time

USPA NEWS - It is slowly becoming clear that the Expectations that are placed on Women are actually judged by Women
themselves. As the Evolution of Expectations has shown, Women have never had it easy when it comes to Looks. Any Guilt that
working or stay-at-home Mothers have is a Result of a Society. What Women would really like is to have a Genuine Choice whether to
work or stay at Home with no Stigma attached to either....
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Dramatic Changes had happened in the Role, Ambitions and Attitude of Women during the Last Few Decades of Twentieth Century
and are happening quite fast even now. Women have departed from their Traditional Role of Reproducers, Mothers and Wives only.
Now from a Non-Entity, they have been able to establish their Independent Identity.... But still, Women feel Insecure, Unhappy and
Dissatisfied with their Position and Social Status more than their Predecessors ? They are confused about their Role and Position in
Modern Society ? Is Employment making Women Economically Strong, but Socially and Emotionally Broken ? Why Women have been
relegated to Secondary Position, though they possess Diverse Capabilities and are participating equally in Nation-Building Activities
?...

- "MADAME EINSTEIN" (The Other Einstein) by Marie Benedict and published in FRANCE by Presses de la Cité Editions. The Auhor
already published several Novels under a Pseudonym. She is a Lawyer qualified in History. She explained why she wrote this Fiction
which after reading appears very Real and Credible. The Main Character, the First Wife of Albert Einstein, is still unfamous and it is an
excellent idea to restore the Merits of this Woman. Mileva Maric was a Physicist and during her Time very Few Women even had
University Educations. In the Novel, we learn how she met Albert Einstein, the Complexity of their Relationship and the Role she might
have played in the Great Scientist's Discoveries.

- "LA FEMME A LA FENETRE" (The Woman in The Window) by A.J Finn and published by Presses de la Cité Editions. This is the
Debut Novel from this Editor and Journalist and alrealy a World Bestseller. What is amazing is how the Author takes us slowly into the
Story.... At the Beginning, all of this is Very Familiar, to the point where the Book starts off feeling Ordinary. We need a Rundown of
who the Neighbors are, especially the Russells, the Family Anna Fox spies on most avidly. We need to know about Anna´s Past Life
as a Child Psychiatrist, and about the Husband and Daughter who have abandoned her in the House. We need to raise Eyebrows
about the Terse, Hunky Tenant in the Basement. 

She is Agoraphobic and has not left Home in nearly a Year, but she delights in spying on her Neighbors. Otherwise, Anna drinks a
Great Deal of Wine, mostly Merlot, and watches Countless Black-And-White Movie Classics... She talks to her Husband and 8-Year
Old Daughter by phone and vainly begs him to return. She´s a Child Psychologist and still advises a Few Patients by email, but mostly
she is alone with her Wine, her Movies and her Cat.... The Russells are a Troubled Family. Ethan hints that his Father is Violent toward
his Wife and Son. Anna uses her Binoculars to learn more, and one Day sees what she believes is an Act of Violence....

Even before its Publication, Movie Rights were sold as well as Foreign Rights in Multiple Countries.
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